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THE WORLD
IN MOTION

Rolman World is the largest Authorised Distributor of Industrial and Automotive replacement parts in the Middle East and Africa.
With over 21 subsidaries across 13 countries, and plans for a further 5 branches in the next 5 years, and a network of over 1500 local
distributors in more than 67 countries, we are there, when and were our customers need us.
We have an extensive product range and are partnered with some of the world’s leading manufacturers, offering over 50 global premium
brands. Rolman World also manufacturers its own “BW bearings” range of products, which has earned a reputation for Quality & Value.
We also offer customers our MRO services: technical training, application and maintenance assistance, and cost saving project work.
Helping our customers keep their WORLD IN MOTION!
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AUTOMOTIVE TRADE

INDUSTRIAL TRADE

INDUSTRIAL SERVICES

POWER GENERATION

Any driver, no matter whether car, truck, or off-highway, relies on the safety, reliability and performance of his vehicle every
day. At Rolman World, we pride ourselves on being able to offer our customers a full range of innovations from the world’s
leading manufacturers.

Rolman World has an extensive network of over 21 branches and hundreds of local distributors throughout the
MEA region. Our branches are located in key GCC and African countries, stretching from the UAE, Saudi Arabia and
Qatar to Cote d’Ivoire and Lebanon. We are continuously extending our footprint throughout the region to ensure
that we can help our customers in the field - where our customers need us.

With 50 years industry and product experience, our highly qualified Technical Engineers have years of industry and
application knowledge in order to not only help you choose the correct product for your application but advise
and support your maintenance team to ensure that your facilities are getting the very best out of their components
and machinery.

Powering industry is key to ensuring that houses, buildings, construction sites and production facilities, no matter
where they are located, maintain their momentum and have the power to work even under the most extreme
conditions.

In all our branches, we aim to supply key OE quality products and brands to suit the region and its customers whether it be Oil & Gas, Mining, Cement, Food & Beverage, or Transportation, we have the product range to meet
your customers’ needs.

We offer our customers a wide range of Technical Support, including:
○○ bearing analysis
○○ mounting and dismounting bearings
○○ assess application problems
○○ provide Technical solutions

Powerful, silent, robust and reliable are all critical requirements for power generation. Customers need to know
that they have equipment they can rely on - this is why we only work with the world’s leading manufacturers to
ensure the highest standards and performancequality in such critical units.

Knowledge puts the WORLD IN MOTION!

Rolman World delivering power you can rely on to keep your WORLD IN MOTION!

Our customers trust us to provide them with the highest quality, reliable OEM parts, ensuring that they stay safe and get the
very best performance from their vehicle.
This is Rolman World’s Automotive Aftermarket Excellence
At Rolman World we have a wide range of friction and anti-friction components covering 4 key areas:
○○ Transmission
○○ Corner Module
○○ Service Parts
○○ Engine
from engine bearings, hub units sealing solutions, shock absorbers, and suspension parts to braking products, spark plugs,
ignition parts, cables and filters.
No matter what your needs Rolman World is here to keep your WORLD IN MOTION!

No matter what business, or where you are located, we can offer you the widest range of genuine, reliable, OE
quality replacement parts to keep your business moving.

With a comprehensive range of mobile and static diesel engine generators, air compressors and welding sets we
are able to help you power your facility quietly, reliably and efficiently.
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